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Fashion in the formative years of Parisian Surrealism: The dress of time, the dress of space
Krzysztof Fijalkowski

“La mode y sera traité selon la gravitation des lettres blanches sur la chair nocturne”
Preface to La Révolution surréaliste, no. 1.


Surprisingly limited attention has been paid to the forms and meanings of Surrealism’s encounters with fashion, and most scholarship in this field concentrates on cross-overs between Parisian Surrealism and the fashion industry during the 1930s.​[1]​ In contrast this essay regards the first period of Surrealism in Paris, including its prehistory as it emerged via Paris Dada and the journal Littérature, spanning the decade of the 1920s, and with as much focus on written as on visual evidence. It asks two related questions: what was the presence and status of the discourse of fashion for the Paris surrealist group during these formative years; and in what kinds of fashion practices did its members engage? 
	Any enquiry into these relationships can be a delicate matter. On the one hand, both the proximity of individual surrealists to the fashion world – dating, as we shall see, from the early 1920s – and the influence of Surrealism on fashion design and promotion during the 1930s point to a host of shared concerns at the very moment when French fashion itself emerges in recognizably modern garb: the body, gender, identity, beauty, mystery, desire and their complex relationship to the everyday are central themes for both parties. Yet on the other, a gulf separates a profession that for some epitomizes the idea of the ‘culture industry’, and a movement that for all its prominence is not a branch of the visual arts, but a profound intellectual and social engagement with freedom, for whom the very idea of style and the vagaries of fashion are usually anathema.​[2]​ Disdaining the fashionable, problematizing style and insisting on its ethical dimensions, Louis Aragon’s 1928 polemic Treatise on Style identifies fashion (in its wider but perhaps also narrower sense) as the place where great ideas go to die: “These ideas little by little become axiomatic, or thematic, quite different from their original intent. They become idiocies. Fashion then takes possession of them. Tyrannically.”​[3]​ The following year he would be even more forthright in his condemnation of fashion as a dangerous lure, “the name those who love weakness and those who love reassuring divinities have invented as a mask to disfigure what is to come […] that worrying and frivolous history of changes in hats [which] might become the vulgar symbol of that which one day disqualifies all activity”.​[4]​ Yet a decade later, as the spectacular “International Surrealist Exhibition” of 1938 cemented public acclaim for surrealist ideas in the visual realm, attended by tout Paris, this possession seemed to some to have become irrevocable. Matta, a mercurial young recruit to Surrealism, would recall: “It was impossible to get in due to all the people, all the jewelry and wigs… I could not really understand what surrealism had to do with fashion.”​[5]​ As if to defend this vulnerability and prioritize its ethical dimensions, and especially in subsequent years, surrealist groups would tend to avoid overt references to fashion and the fashion industry; most scholarship on Surrealism has likewise sidestepped this conjunction as trivial compared to the movement’s grand themes.​[6]​ 
	In the face of these challenges, this essay attempts to consider the place of fashion and clothing within the early Parisian surrealist group from the moment when the very concept of Surrealism was identified, established and elaborated. Here, two significant precedents should be acknowledged for its dual focus: on the theoretical location of fashion for the European avant-garde, Ulrich Lehmann’s Tigersprung: Fashion in Modernity sets up a framework for grasping fashion’s key contribution to Modernism, including specific reference to early Surrealism.​[7]​ Meanwhile, for the close investigation of the actual fashion habits of surrealist participants, a chapter in Alistair O’Neill’s London After a Fashion, scrutinizing British Surrealism of the mid-1930s, opens a path to contextualized investigation of Surrealism’s everyday practices that promises rich pickings for future scholarship.​[8]​ 
	Before we consider the material in detail, it’s worth briefly reviewing its parameters. The 1920s, of course, is the era of the founding and formation of Surrealism in France. For the purposes of argument, this essay adopts the view that the period between 1920 and 1924, usually presented as a gradual transition between Paris Dada and the formal establishment of Surrealism, can be viewed in terms of a nascent but already fledged surrealist activity.​[9]​ In terms of a broader concern with questions of design, one significant aspect of Surrealism in France during this period is a marked attention to popular culture and the everyday urban experience, particularly as characterized by the languages of advertising and consumer economies, bound up within the frameworks and complexities of modernity.​[10]​ That these interests would either be steered in other directions by the group during the second half of the 1920s, or be left by the wayside altogether, was no doubt largely the result of its growing political maturity.​[11]​ All the same, an element of fascination with the forms and undercurrents of modernity, including fashion, might be seen to remain in the DNA of the group’s subsequent debates and positions. 
	Just as importantly, however, the 1920s is also the decade most commonly associated with the rise of modern fashion, tailored for a broad public, sympathetic to more diverse tastes and aspirations than those of conservative elites, and driven by the parallel growth in popular fashion publishing.​[12]​ If the 1920s can be seen as a pivotal moment for French fashion, however, the change did not emerge from nowhere; Valerie Steele, for example, argues persuasively that the reorientation began in the 1910s, predating the impact of the First World War.​[13]​ For the first generation of Surrealists, this was the decade of their own youth and early maturity, and as we shall see it is a period in fashion to which several among them remained sensitive. Do we need, moreover, to be reminded that in this era Paris is universally accepted as not merely the epicenter of fashion, but the single defining location from which the Western garment industry and its public took its sartorial cues – even if in men’s fashion the nineteenth century vogue for ‘English’ style still held some sway? 
	Is the focus here really ‘fashion’, or just clothing? Arguments could be made in either direction, particularly since for the most part this is not a conversation about couture innovation, but everyday apparel. But as we will see, signs among the early surrealists not only of an awareness of the languages and media of fashion, but also of its specific relationship to modernity would suggest that this is the right perspective. As Elizabeth Wilson argues, part of fashion’s distinctive identity is to sit on the threshold between art and not-art, to qualify and question the relationships between individual and collective identities, core problems also explored by Surrealism.​[14]​ All the same, to look at early Surrealism through the lens of fashion means as often as not to scrutinize materials against the grain, to work with scarce or anecdotal evidence and risk tendentious generalizations. This essay makes no claim to challenge existing readings of Surrealism, and it would be important not to overstate an aspect of the early group’s activities that are, in the end, just one pocket of its concerns. 

Fashion networks
The most obvious place to begin is to consider direct personal connections between Parisian surrealists and the couture fashion world that had Paris as its global headquarters, and Parisian elites (some of whom would become Surrealism’s patrons) as its customers. As is well known, this relationship came to prominence in the 1930s; while connections were far fewer in the 1920s, they were nevertheless still present, and from early on in the movement’s history. Best known among them is the case of Man Ray, whose dual activity as both artist and high profile commercial photographer began soon after his arrival in Paris in 1921. Particularly distinctive is the mobility with which he was able not only to move deftly between these roles, but to encourage osmosis between them, notably in the way that examples of his non-commercial practice were published in leading fashion magazines as well as avant-garde journals; unlike similar instances by others in the following decade, his collaborations with the design industry were not just tolerated but tacitly approved by the surrealist group.​[15]​ 
	In later recollections Man Ray himself was careful to maintain a discreet distance between his “more serious” activity as an artist, and what his friend and biographer Roland Penrose would later dismiss as ‘hackwork’.​[16]​ All the same, Man Ray’s autobiography Self Portrait, while compartmentalizing his recollections about working as a fashion photographer into a single section of writing, offers a lively description of his first entry into this arena, all the time emphasizing his lack of expertise and professional awareness of both commercial photography and the fashion world at this moment. Newly arrived in Paris, Man Ray secured a meeting with leading couturier Paul Poiret brokered by Gabrielle Buffet, wife of Francis Picabia, though without any clear idea of what the designer might be able to offer him.​[17]​ Poiret suggested that Man Ray take photographs of his models and gowns, offering him facilities and materials. While Man Ray describes the learning curves, technical challenges and chance elements that contributed to this first assignment, he also emphasizes the extent to which Poiret – himself a connoisseur of contemporary art – wished to encourage a more experimental and intimate approach to fashion photography, blending fashion and portrait genres; indeed, Man Ray notes that the success of his first attempts was the result of being more interested in the models than the clothing.​[18]​ This first experience helped him to establish the relevant networks and reputation, and within a few years he was overwhelmed with work for fashion houses, advertising and magazines such as the French and US editions of Vogue, even as he “hoped someday to devote [him]self to [his] own needs and desires”.​[19]​ 
	Just as Poiret would be a bridge to success for Man Ray, another leading name in Paris fashion, Jacques Doucet, would in a quite different way be significant for surrealist founders Aragon and André Breton. A bold patron of the contemporary arts and among the most celebrated French designers of women’s couture in previous decades, Doucet hired first Breton, then Aragon, to act as advisors and personal secretaries in relation to his establishment of a literary archive that exists to this day as a unique research resource.​[20]​ For Breton, the relationship also included helping Doucet to purchase artworks, notably Picasso’s Les demoiselles d’Avignon. The arrangement lasted from January 1921 until the end of 1924, and despite growing exasperation with his role, evidenced in correspondence with his wife Simone, enabled him to support himself in a manner not too divorced from his ethical and creative priorities, and effectively made possible their marriage. Just as importantly, Doucet acted repeatedly as an invaluable patron to the whole group, giving financial help to its journal as well as individuals in need, and supporting artists and writers with purchases.​[21]​ True, Breton’s engagement with Doucet, often involving daily interactions, does not appear in any significant way to have broached the topic of fashion, even if many meetings were held at Doucet’s premises on the rue de la Paix. The two men were introduced by another fashion professional, the couture milliner Jeanne Tachard (known as Suzanne Talbot), suggesting just how much their two realms might overlap socially, and the idea that the fashion world helped to bankroll the birth of Surrealism is perhaps not too far-fetched.​[22]​
	
The modern spirit
‘In this journal one will also find regular columns on inventions, fashion, life, art and magic. In it, fashion will be dealt with according to the gravitation of white letters on nocturnal flesh…’, announced the preface to the inaugural issue of the group’s founding journal La Révolution surréaliste.​[23]​ A photograph of Man Ray’s mysterious object The Enigma of Isidore Ducasse illustrated the text: a sewing machine wrapped in a rough blanket and tied up with string. While Man Ray may have privately contemplated the work as an echo of his own family background of émigré tailors, other surrealists would have recognized the allusion to Lautréamont’s celebrated watchword: “as beautiful … as the chance encounter on a dissecting table of a sewing machine and an umbrella”, in which precisely an infernal collision of fashion, inventions, art, life and magic might be said to have occurred.​[24]​ This signal that fashion was from the outset an integral thread in the network of Surrealism’s concerns is confirmed by the fact that several of its ancestors shared this interest: prose writings by poets Charles Baudelaire, Stéphane Mallarmé (who even briefly ran a fashion magazine) and Guillaume Apollinaire all carry this theme as an often overlooked subtext.​[25]​
	Subtle but repeated references to fashion can be discerned in both of the early group’s journals Littérature (1919-1924) and La Révolution surréaliste (1924-1929). It would be Man Ray yet again who would design the recurring front cover for the first three issues of Littérature’s second series in 1922, with the journal’s title in ornate cursive script and calligraphic flourishes, emerging as if by a magician’s trick from a grand, upturned top hat. By 1922, a top hat might have been more theatrical prop than style accessory, but in this context the nod to a recent aristocratic past helps pile on the irony of the journal’s title. Back in issue 11 of the first series (1920), Breton had already noted that Lautréamont and Apollinaire counted the top hat, the umbrella and the sewing machine among the symbolic “treasures of the imagination”, marvels of a “veritable modern mythology”.​[26]​ Subsequent, more cartoon-like covers were drawn by Picabia, and again sometimes featured clothes and accessories: gloves (no. 6), shoes (no. 7) or acrobats’ shorts and leotards (nos. 9 and 11-12). But another series of twelve small drawings by the artist dated August 1923, intended for Littérature but not published, give the appearance of having been copied from a department store catalogue: among other items, men’s and women’s hats, women’s shoes, men’s ties are all sketched hastily, along with a brief line of description and prices, occupying the realm of everyday fashion commodities with no hint of sarcasm.​[27]​ It’s this same, seemingly unremarkable domain that is scrutinized in a group enquiry into personal preferences, for which participants were asked to list their favorite colors, smells, historical periods and so on, including a favorite item of clothing. The eleven (all male) contributors’ answers were diverse but down to earth: woolen culottes (Aragon), black blouses (Breton), silk stockings (Paul Éluard), hats, ties, scarves and dressing gowns.​[28]​ This interface between personal choice and group dynamics, attentive to the eloquent but mysterious access clothing gives to public identities in the context of modernity, had already cropped up in the previous issue, in an anonymous account entitled “The Modern Spirit”. It recounts how Breton and Aragon had independently observed a young woman on the streets of the Left Bank whose behavior was strangely fascinating; specifically, her description at the outset is noted as “wearing a beige and brown-checked tailored jacket and wearing a fur hat that matched her dress”, as though it’s a private detective’s eye that’s needed to understand the enigmatic forms of the modern age.​[29]​ Finally, issue 17 of the first series featured what appears to be a whole-page advertisement for a child’s dress, featuring an image of a coy but distinctly un-childlike female figure; Doucet, who helped finance Littérature and presumably took this as a sly reference to his trade, had to be appeased.​[30]​
[PLACE FIG. 1 HERE]
	Several front covers of La Révolution surréaliste also made discreet reference to fashion contexts, of which the most obvious was on the fourth issue, July 1925. The central image was yet again by Man Ray, but this time had been cheekily borrowed from a fashion assignment: captioned “and war on work”, the photograph showed a female figure in a long evening gown at the foot of a grand, curved staircase. The image was part of a commission for French Vogue to document the Pavillon de l’élégance, part of the huge “Exposition des Arts décoratifs” whose celebration of contemporary design and the applied arts would be ridiculed by Aragon in the journal’s next issue.​[31]​ On closer inspection the image featured not a model but a mannequin, linking it to the pervasive theme of the uncanny mannequin in 1920s surrealism as presented repeatedly in the earlier paintings of Giorgio de Chirico and in documentary images of Paris boutique and department store windows by Eugène Atget (whose photograph of an old-fashioned corset-maker’s shop would appear in issue 7 of the journal). Its elongated body and partially abstracted face and hair lent Man Ray’s photograph not so much an air of elegant grace, but a gesture frozen in time – even if in other ways this was a very contemporary picture, both in the distinct design of the mannequin, and the fact that until the mid-1920s photography (as opposed to illustration) was still the exception rather than the rule in fashion publishing.​[32]​ 
	If Vogue had paid for the image to exemplify the height of current fashion, aspects of it told a different story. According to some sources, the dress on the mannequin may have been by Poiret; but looking back, Man Ray would recall that the designer’s star was waning by 1925, his designs too intricate for the spirit of the age, and that not long afterwards his empire would collapse.​[33]​ Man Ray’s photograph, commentators point out, is in many ways unremarkable, as indeed were many of his first fashion images before he established a signature style; as the caption and link to the “Exposition des Arts décoratifs” makes clear, it is used on the cover of Le Révolution surréaliste for irony not celebration.​[34]​ The choice of this photograph, then, is telling, especially if it is a Poiret dress: in contrast to Vogue, in the context of La Révolution surréaliste it is a détournement of fashion towards social and aesthetic critique – charged with memory (a recent but inevitably lost heyday of elegance), political tensions around labor and class (“and war on work”), and the anxious status of the démodé as opposed to the latest rage: of the soon-to-be past, as much as the present or future.​[35]​ 
	Though this was the only overt visual reference to the fashion industry in the journal, regular readers might nevertheless have sensed a theme forming, in which images of clothing should be read in a critical vein. The cover of issue 2 (January 1925) had featured a photograph (captioned “French art of the early 20th century”) of a forlorn scarecrow made from an old greatcoat and tattered hat on a stick, while page one of issue 3 that April showed a forbidding suit of armor, above an unsigned article pouring scorn on the tyranny of reason, logic and truth.​[36]​ Elsewhere, images of attire likewise took a playful, acerbic or unexpected turn: silent screen star Phyllis Haver in a swimming costume (issue 3); another Man Ray photograph, this time of a windswept washing line (titled “La France” on the cover of issue 6); a line-up of the ostentatious grandes dames of the Prix Fémina jury in their pearls and furs (captioned “no comment required” in the same issue); the well-known images of ‘hysterical’ female patients at the Salpêtrière clinic, where the conspicuous disarray of nightclothes and bed sheets signals the expression of troubling neurological symptoms (issue 11); and perhaps most strikingly, a reminder of just how domesticated Eurocentric ideas of fashion might be compared to a large documentary image of a “ritual scene” tableau featuring dramatic woven masks and hairy coir costumes from New Britain (issue 7).

“We register new ideas about wearing clothes”
As the choice of images in these journals suggests, early Surrealism’s fashion contexts are not so much cutting edge couture as the ways in which everyday, lived fashion sits within critical frameworks, often either to express or problematize modernity – that “absolutely capital question,” in the words of Aragon: “What is modern today?”​[37]​ Writing to Doucet in 1921 about the importance of understanding the modern spirit, Breton notes that history only ever acknowledges key works and dates, not the ephemeral changes in ideas and fashions that help grasp the origins of today’s modernity.​[38]​ As fashion historian Valerie Steele notes, studying fashion offers a perfect key to an epoch’s spirit; certainly surrealists like Aragon were alert to hints of the new around him, as Jacques Baron recalled, observing “fashion, a new color, a new neckline, a waist clasped in a novel bodice, everything a less well-off girl might invent to make herself look lovely”.​[39]​ An acute sensitivity to the nuances of modernity as expressed through fashion, more eloquent than ‘high’ art forms, characterizes several key moments of Surrealism’s engagement. For early Surrealism, fashion’s presence on shop window mannequins, in advertising and magazine culture, and of course on everyday bodies made it a privileged route into the mystery of modernity, along those lines later documented by Walter Benjamin in which dream world and consumer economy exist in symbiosis. Breton’s typographic poem “Le Corset mystère” for example, published in Littérature in June 1919 and seemingly assembled from newspaper snippets or advertising captions, took its title from a Belle Époque shop sign for corsets on the rue de la Paix, home to the most prominent Paris fashion houses.​[40]​ Breton’s plans in May 1922 for a novel entitled L’Année des chapeaux rouges (The Year of the Red Hats) came to nothing, but his title was a specific reference to the trend in hats that spring.​[41]​
	Central here is the sense of the city all around the surrealists, bustling with the jazz age innovations of the années folles and the rich seams of the social, cultural and economic milieu. For the surrealists as for the world at large, the place for fashion to be seen was first and foremost in the street, just as Aragon and Breton had recounted in “The Modern Spirit”. Their search for ideas and encounters, particularly emotional ones, and for the way they might be garbed assumes an availability to dally and observe every detail of the urban realm. Lingering on the rue Lafayette, as Breton would recall in Nadja, on the late afternoon of his first encounter with the book’s enigmatic and troubled heroine, “already there were more people in the street now. I unconsciously watched their faces, their clothes, their way of walking. […] Suddenly, perhaps still ten feet away, I saw a young, poorly dressed young woman walking toward me”.​[42]​ This aptitude isn't confined to Breton alone: while Aragon’s Paris Peasant (1926) is constructed entirely from this patient scrutiny, notably of boutiques for clothes and accessories in the Passage de l’Opéra, Jacques Baron would remember walking with him and watching a woman “with that slightly romantic air thanks to her feathered hat, and the color of her dress that came more or less from the same plum tree as that of Madame de Senones [by Ingres]”.​[43]​ Notable, too, is the predilection among the early surrealists, particularly Breton, for those commercial areas of the Right Bank, particularly around the 2nd and 9th arrondissements, that were home to the retail outlets, department stores and maisons de couture at which the most up-to-date fashions were available; the passages off the grands boulevards, home to a host of smaller clothing shops; and le Sentier, bounded by the Boulevard Bonne Nouvelle to the north, the rue Saint-Denis to the east, in which clothing and textiles manufacturers and wholesalers had their premises. Several haunts of the early surrealists, in other words, can be mapped against the geography of Paris’ fashion industry.​[44]​
	Unsurprisingly, the majority of references in the early surrealist group are to women’s fashion, as an aspect of the intense, sometimes obsessive constellation of themes around representations of women, love and eroticism among a set of overwhelmingly male participants. Aragon’s book The Libertine gathers early literary texts, several of which specifically make connections between amorous experiences and clothes, and the monologue ‘The French Woman’, dating from 1923, has its female narrator proclaim “I love clothes! Clothes and you! I spent hours with my dressmaker. She was laughing like a maniac.” While a central part of the story describes a sexual encounter between the narrator and her lover, itemizing clothes and underclothes as they are taken off one by one, elsewhere the theme of watching and evaluating the tiny nuances of fashion is laid out:

We notice new dresses and old ones. Our eyes grow accustomed to looking at dress trimmings. Bit by bit our minds stop thinking about anything which hasn't to do with fashionable materials. We become adept at grasping the essence of an object, what makes it fashionable. We register new ideas about wearing clothes. There you are. Oh, we’re proud machines! And we craftily keep ahead of men’s periodic whims.​[45]​

This attentiveness to clothes and their subtle meanings is also present in Breton’s Nadja: he notes the initial “wretchedness of [Nadja’s] appearance” but on meeting her again finds her “rather elegant today, in black and red, with an extremely pretty hat […] silk stockings and shoes which, unlike yesterday’s, are quite presentable.”​[46]​ Like magic tokens or lovers’ messages, a coded language of accessories, hairstyles, or the touch of a dress are scattered through the narrative. This sense of mysterious communication through clothes intensifies with the apparently irrelevant episode of the appearance of an unnamed woman (Lise Meyer, for whom Breton harbored an unrequited passion) who visits the Surrealist Research Bureau wearing “remarkable sky-blue gloves”. To Breton’s consternation she is asked to leave one of them behind, but returns to deposit instead a bronze cast of a glove. This might seem trivial were it not for the repeated and unexplained echoes of this erotically-charged accessory in the form of a poster featuring a hand (red this time), a reference to the Hand of Fatima painted in red on doors, hands or gloves in paintings by de Chirico (red again) and Max Ernst, and specifically in Nadja’s repeated references to hands or gloves in her own drawings, and her gestures of touch.​[47]​ Georges Sebbag sees the recurring motif of “the fairy with the cap of light” (from Mallarmé’s poem “Apparition”) as Breton’s augury for the first appearance of love, an evocation accompanied by images of clothes: writing to Meyer, he notes the correspondence of her apparition with “those ever-changing dresses that I see you [sic]”.​[48]​ If on Breton’s part this emotionally or erotically charged attention to clothing is embedded in the poetic and conceptual structures of his psyche, it is present in his day-to-day relations as well. Letters to his wife Simone make repeated reference not only to her clothes, recalled within the fabric of memories of their meetings when they are separated (“I need to know where you are, which dress you are wearing, etc.”), but also to photographs of her in which particular items are evoked, and it would seem that in some instances at least these photographs have been taken specifically to document both wearer and attire, within the context of an unfolding spiritual and emotional intimacy.​[49]​
	This affective and erotic daily language of fashion takes on a sharper, and probably more predictable allure in the countless scattered references across early surrealist poetry and prose, including automatic and dream texts, to clothes within gendered and sexual contexts. In this vein, probably the most flagrant instance of the erotic charge of clothes comes in Robert Desnos’ Liberty or Love! of 1927. The extravagant and sometimes violent tale of Louise Lame and Corsaire Sanglot, the narrative features repeated reference to characters’ appearance, but throughout the novel, especially its opening chapter, it is above all the evocation of Louise Lame through the fetishistic seduction of her sumptuous clothing – leopard fur coats, suede gloves, silk dresses and of course the nudity that lies always just a whisper away beneath them – that drives the book’s passions. The protagonists’ encounters, as well as the appearance of other characters, often include an inventory of attire and, needless to say, of the constant promise of a stripping bare.​[50]​ 
	If this gendered array of fashion in 1920s French surrealism may not particularly surprise us, it also features representations that steer it towards themes of time, memory and desire as a display of the early movement’s fascination with a kind of spectral modernity revealed in surrealist representations of the outmoded. Ernst’s collage novels, launched at the end of the decade with La Femme 100 Têtes but prefigured in Les Malheurs des immortels of 1922, appropriate late nineteenth-century book and catalogue engravings; many pages depict bourgeois figures or stock characters in which long-abandoned fashions feature prominently, as if to evoke the trends and tastes of this generation’s childhood age. An acute perception of the way in which recently outdated fashion can spark vivid associations is also in evidence in René Crevel’s auto-fictional writings of the mid-1920s. “The dress of time, the dress of space, so may my life pass from royal blue to bishop’s purple, from bishop’s purple to cardinal red, from cardinal red to canary yellow” he writes in Mon Corps et moi (1925) as if to mark the shifting identities of his destiny in each year’s tastes. A shorter text of 1923, with the air of a personal memoir, begins with an evocation of death; yet “all the same, I cling to life. First of all […] because every season, women transform themselves. Their dresses are the state of their souls; mine too, I like to think, as waistlines stretch thinner and smiles grow more refined.” The text recounts the narrator’s childhood infatuation with “the woman with the bare neck”, a sign of loose morals in 1914 when women still wouldn't show their necks in public, for this very reason all the more likely to enflame a teenage heart. Whilst women today may wear their necks bare, Crevel writes, none realize that they were only copying her (“those old women and their pretences, they think they have invented the gestures and dresses you find at the couturiers”), or notice that this fleeting moment has gone: “it really is over, the season of tulle”.​[51]​ 
	The most intricate and extensive surrealist documentation of the revelatory charge of the recently outdated fashion, however, remains the first half of Aragon’s Paris Peasant, in which the boutiques and encounters of the soon to be demolished Passage de l’Opéra are described in minute detail. Among the many pages devoted to descriptions of the small fashion-related businesses in this microcosm of the urban economy, accounts of hairdressers and barbers’, purveyors of canes, handbags and umbrellas, or a once celebrated but now dusty tailor’s premises, the narrative homes in on a boutique filled with “hopelessly unfashionable” handkerchiefs and petticoats, along with the proprietress, a “mature lady” still dressed in the style of 1917 and whose clothes are the subject of lengthy consideration.​[52]​ Aragon’s account captures all the marvelous but material aura of these spaces and objects, itemizing a modern mythology that would in turn encourage Walter Benjamin to highlight the arcades, but also especially their link to fashion, as that prism of history revealing the hidden or unconscious elements of desire, memory, novelty and dream in recently abandoned modernity.​[53]​

“A red tie on a rainy day”
What did surrealists in the early years of the movement actually wear? This obvious question has hardly been asked, and in direct form is really only posed by a few first-person memoirs of the period. These offer one potential source for an answer; correspondence and documentary photographs are two more, but even combined together they supply only partial evidence, making it difficult to draw succinct conclusions. Meanwhile it’s notable that there seem to be no relevant artifacts in the form of actual clothes conserved in collections and archives to provide more physical reference.​[54]​
	Early French Surrealism, of course, was made up almost exclusively of men, though significant women were also present in the group and its networks, and the contributions of figures such as Simone Breton have often been overlooked. Adding to the group’s skewed balance, it is often noted that the majority of its members came from bourgeois backgrounds, though in this period participants, most of them aged in their early to mid twenties, still striving to establish themselves as writers or artists, were rarely comfortably or even adequately off: certainly their fashion choices were unlikely to run to extravagance. That said, we can also find aspirations for refinement. Along with a general disdain for the more casual or louche appearance among bohemian circles, particularly notable was the presence of a number of style-conscious, even overtly dandy figures within early surrealist circles, such as Max Morise with his “British elegance” as noted by Victor Crastre, or Jacques Rigaut – “always dressed in stylish British clothes and wearing rich cravats,” the “best dressed” of the group according to Man Ray, and who would apparently steal other people’s buttons on the sly.​[55]​ Aragon’s “touches of dandyism” were noticed by Matthew Josephson, as was a penchant for “black string or bow neckties”. Breton, astounded, recalled Aragon’s collection of 2,000 ties and his habit of taking them all on holiday, while for the period of 1923-25 Maxime Alexandre gives a vivid portrait of his friend wearing antique Provençal scarves as though they were shirt fronts, collecting canes and gloves – for a while donning surgeon’s rubber gloves – and changing all his clothes several times a day.​[56]​ Young recruit André Thirion would recall the easy-going demeanor of the group of surrealists living in a distinctively decorated house in the rue du Château around 1927, all of them “elegant, relaxed and self-confident. The English clothes, the carefully chosen neckties, the ease of the young women contrasted with the dreary garments worn in the provinces”.​[57]​ While there were dandy precedents aplenty in the prehistory of Surrealism, the most significant for Breton was the mercurial figure of Jacques Vaché, whose tastes in clothes were conspicuously reflected in his drawings, in which “men’s fashion took up nearly all of his imagination”.​[58]​ During the war Vaché would walk the streets of Nantes disguised variously as a cavalry officer, pilot or doctor; one extraordinary costume, if Breton is to be believed, was divided down the middle with one half an Allies’ uniform, the other half enemy uniform, held together with pockets, belts and multi-colored scarves. Breton’s last memory of this intransigent character was a somber silhouette walking away, “a huge traveller’s coat thrown over his shoulders”.​[59]​ 
	Men’s fashion, in France as elsewhere in this period, tended not to change a great deal from season to season, though over the course of the 1920s more formal items such as stiff false collars and cravats were abandoned.​[60]​ At the very end of the decade a well-known group portrait in La Révolution surréaliste, featuring an all-male line up of sixteen black and white photomaton photographs around René Magritte’s painting The Hidden Woman, shows at first sight unremarkable and similar attire: dark suits, ties, the occasional sweater, overcoat or scarf.​[61]​ Perhaps above all the signals of collar and tie – the latter darker in some cases, lighter in others, hints of stripes or patterns and just one bow tie, but especially the range from impeccable to negligent presentation – give some room for interpretation. A more careful visual essay on fashion and identity had been offered the previous year in Breton’s Nadja, in which successive portraits by Man Ray showed a formal Éluard (dark suit, pocket square, striped tie), then a more relaxed Benjamin Péret (lighter suit, spotted bow tie), then Desnos, deep in a mediumistic trance, slumped in a chair with shirt collar and jacket open, suit crumpled and collar askew.​[62]​ Such subtleties wouldn’t have escaped the author: “what a good idea to wear a red tie on a rainy day”, Baron specifically remembered Breton commenting to him at the café.​[63]​
	While it’s hard to gauge surrealists’ day-to-day choices and tastes, snippets of written exchanges suggest clothing and grooming as not entirely frivolous subjects for concern. Breton, writing to Simone, or Éluard writing to Gala both from time to time drop in references to visits to the barbers, shopping for clothes, and ordering new suits.​[64]​ Even more common in these two bodies of correspondence are references to their partners’ clothes and new purchases; in Éluard’s case these can be frequent and detailed, and reveal not merely a day-to-day interest in his wife’s outfits, but his active involvement in ordering, organizing or even designing them.​[65]​ Sources like these, and contemporary memoirs, can be gleaned for vignettes of Surrealist style. Josephson, present for the transition from Paris Dada to Surrealism, saw the group as “very bourgeois in appearance and dress”, in contrast to other French literary circles of the time.​[66]​ Group photographs such as the one described above might suggest a very conventional picture, in which everyone dresses more or less alike, yet quirkier preferences start to emerge, especially if color can be reinstated. Pierre Naville noted in his diary for December 6 1924 how a group of surrealists drove to Alençon to print issue 1 of La revolution surréaliste: “in the car was Aragon in a black shirt, a leather casquette and a lemon yellow woolen scarf, Breton in a jade green sweater, a red tie, a black shirt and casquette, and [Max] Morise in a blue shirt and monocle.”​[67]​ Aragon’s style is remembered by Josephson as “rather sober; […] always clad in black or navy blue”, while Baron remembers his leather briefcase and short-lived moustache.​[68]​ Péret, on the other hand, was “not so well turned-out in appearance”, painter André Masson is described as “perhaps not very clean, wearing an old sweater”, while Roland Tual wore “a frock coat from before the war he must have found in some second-hand store. […] Always dressed up to the nines, he was more or less a tramp, but with a tramp’s supreme elegance.”​[69]​ Raymond Queneau always sported a black felt hat, while sculptor Jean Arp, “something of a fetishist about shoes […] wore very heavy and costly English brogues.”​[70]​ Éluard’s letters report him ordering a suit from Burberry’s or, holidaying in Marseille, choosing “two blue ties. And in the Maison du tricot, a little sleeveless pullover, a lovely shade of plain blue and very cheap: 24 Swiss francs. It goes so well with my suit and ties. I also found a blue hat. I ran like a madman.”​[71]​ 
	Surrealists from abroad were liable to stand out: on meeting Ernst, Victor Crastre recalled that “people laughed at his old-fashioned straw boater”, while Joan Miró “always dressed with the elegance of a peasant in his Sunday best [and] a derby hat”.​[72]​ Naturally, everyone would have been well aware that when it came to fashion, Paris was a law unto itself; writing to Denise Lévy in the summer of 1924 to suggest which items to pack for a holiday, Simone Breton reminds her cousin that of course “it’s much less important than it is in Paris”. Three years earlier, her husband had complained to her that “what’s most scandalous in Lorient is the way women dress”.​[73]​ Photographs from the 1920s of the couple on countryside or seaside holidays show that, like other Parisians at leisure, dress codes here were very different, especially for men: not suits and ties, but casual clothes, lighter tones, espadrilles, sweaters and slacks.​[74]​ Snapshots of the rue du Château surrealists such as Yves Tanguy and the Prevert brothers on holiday in Britanny show them variously in casual attire, swimsuits and especially in matching striped Breton shirts.​[75]​ There would have been occasions for dressing up too: fairs, carnivals, and the popular costume balls which passed a height of popularity over the 1920s. Meanwhile, in the first half of the 1920s at least, one external context impinged upon this generation: military uniforms, so recently seen everywhere in Paris but in that decade still obligatory for those men completing their military service, even in civilian environments, and which given the group’s pronounced hatred of militarism must have been a conspicuous way in which attire and ethics clashed in surrealist contexts.​[76]​ Crastre lists Naville and Jacques-André Boiffard wearing uniform to group meetings in 1925, for instance, while Josephson recalled meeting Roger Vitrac “in the handsome blue uniform of an élève-officier”, and Desnos “in a shapeless blue uniform and a red fez, recently discharged from the Army of Morocco”.​[77]​ Finally, we mustn’t neglect one extraordinary instance of eloquent but ambivalent attire: the appearance among surrealists of the defrocked priest Ernest de Gengenbach, who still wore a cassock in public, as he did in the portrait published alongside his letter to them in La Révolution surréaliste.​[78]​
[PLACE FIG. 2 HERE]
	For all this variety, when the group came together it could also create an impression of a serious and united community, through its dress as much as its attitudes. Prime examples are the iconic group photographs taken by Man Ray at the Bureau de Recherches surréalistes – the so-called “Centrale” office that was the group’s public headquarters during the first months following Surrealism’s launch in October 1924, coinciding with publication of the Manifesto. The formality of the images make them something of a visual manifesto in their own right, and it seems plausible that they were taken as a public statement of the group’s existence and membership.​[79]​ Man Ray has lined up fourteen subjects, twelve men and two women, the latter, Simone Breton and Mick Soupault seated at a desk on either side of a more relaxed-looking Morise (jacket unbuttoned and a cigarette in his mouth). Behind them is a row of eleven men, and what strikes the viewer first is the consistency of their look: dark suits with jackets buttoned, waistcoats, in most cases dark or striped ties, along with some stiff poses while Man Ray presses the shutter. We can just see that Breton, head high, wears a monocle. Some prints of the photographs make it appear that most of the men to the right of the line have paler suits: could Man Ray have arranged the group by the color of their clothes? But all in all this is so far a fashion image of formidable, united convention, as sartorially authoritative as any board meeting.
	Things get more complicated when we scrutinize the appearance of the two women. Soupault, looking a touch wary at the edge of her chair, wears a plain dark long-sleeved dress over a pale camisole, buttoned across the waist and with lapels that in this monochrome image make her look for a moment as though she, too, might be wearing a suit like her male colleagues. Simone Breton, in contrast, stares uncompromisingly at the camera, her make up vivid, her crossed legs leaving a touch of skin visible above her long socks, wearing a plain knee-length, long-sleeved black dress, in softer fabric than Soupault’s; the neckline is high, with a dark silk scarf around it, but most striking is what looks like a long, thick, faux-leopard fur stole that tumbles to one side of her body from neck to knee.​[80]​ Of all the women participants in early French Surrealism, Simone is the individual whose fashion interests are best documented, both in terms of visual and written evidence. Photographs show her transitions in step with the times, from more formal and conventional clothes, hair and makeup of the start of the 1920s (when she herself was in her early 20s) to an array of bolder, elegant, sometimes striking attire and presentation as the decade continues.​[81]​ Together they document a great variety of clothing and accessories from which it would be hard to generalize, perhaps beyond Simone’s eye for details of finish and fabric (quite a few items feature patterns, contrasting collars and cuffs or layers, integral belts or other detailing); a no doubt universal preference for darker wear in Paris, lighter on holidays; and perhaps overall a leaning towards the dramatic allure of 1920s cinema stars, rather than the ‘sporting’ look that was also very popular in this decade. 
	This view is supported by the evidence of her letters to Denise Lévy, studded with references to clothing. While the two cousins swapped ideas, Simone seems to have taken Lévy’s day-to-day fashion choices in hand, especially since the latter lived in Alsace-Lorraine and had fewer opportunities for keeping up-to-date. Simone anticipates preferences, orders clothes to be sent on, details of colors and combinations are considered, and the two women lend each other items to borrow or copy, and discuss arrangements for their delivery.​[82]​ Meanwhile, Simone’s own wardrobe is also a matter for frequent attention in the letters. While the budget isn’t clear, the suggestion is that her purchases come not from couture fashion houses, but are ordered from dressmakers, giving the opportunity to copy other designs, or select colors, fabrics and styles to taste, perhaps sometimes quite daringly (such as an idea for a blue rep suit with lizard skin details).​[83]​ There are also suggestions that Simone may sometimes have made her own clothes.​[84]​ The fact that on one occasion at least she is making an overtly progressive purchase – a hat from Sonia Delaunay – indicates how these decisions are being made in full awareness of contemporary fashion trends.​[85]​ It’s important, however, to read these details not just as confidences between friends, but in the context of an awareness that participates fully in Surrealism’s thinking: “there is probably enough”, she writes to Lévy in April 1924, “in the play of everyday appearances to found a new mythology, one more subtle than those of fairytales”.​[86]​
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